CERTAIN PROPHETS AND DAYS ARE MORE VIRTUOUS
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh,
Auzu Billahi Minashaytanir Rajeem. Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem,
Wassalatu Wassalamu ala Rasulina Muhammadin Sayyidul Awwalin wal Akhirin,
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habi RasuLillah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina,
Sheykh Abdullah Daghestani, Sheykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur.
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jamiyya
Thank Allah we are the Nation (Ummah) of the highest of prophets.
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“Wa laqad faddalna ba’dan nabiyyeena ‘ala ba’d.” (Sura Isra:55) “We have made
some of the people and the prophets higher than others,” says Allah Azza wa Jalla. The
most high, the highest, of people is our Holy Prophet (SAW). Thank Allah we are from his
Nation. Allah (JJ) gave him the highest of everything. He will be the first to enter paradise
and the first to rise on the Day of Judgment. To turn face from him would be foolishness.
Allah (JJ) gave the most beautiful of days to our Holy Prophet (SAW). Friday is the
most virtuous day of the week. He reserved it for our Holy Prophet (SAW). “That day is a
holiday for him and his Nation,” says He. Its night is also one of the holy nights. There are
holy days within the year, but every week Friday night and Friday are holy. Our Holy
Prophet (SAW) says, “There is no questioning for the one who dies on that day.” Since that
day is a virtuous day, Allah treats those who die on that day differently.
You can do more worship on that day as it is more virtuous. We do more of tasbihat
(praising) as well. Of course, the day has its own duties. Doing them means gaining rewards.
May our account book be filled with those good deeds. Recite more salawat on our Holy
Prophet (SAW). It is also a sunna to perform ghusl (full-body ablution) on that day. Our
Holy Prophet tells us to do so. It is a lot of rewards every time you do it. Do not neglect
these. Do not say, “This is enough.” Do as much as you can do.
Then there is the time of answering on this day. They make dua and duas are
accepted. Allah accepts the dua when it falls on that time and gives you whatever you are
asking for. Anyway, the dua of people whose duas are accepted find an answer sometimes
in this world and sometimes in the hereafter. However, duas of Friday night are more
acceptable. Therefore, if you honor that day, for the sake of that day you would attain what
you ask for.
Allah Exalted and Glorious be He has rendered certain days and prophets more
virtuous over others. But ignorant people say, “Do not honor it. Do not do anything.” They

say, “Do not honor a day, a month, or a person!” Do not listen to them. They are ignorant.
They are doing what Shaitan wants. They themselves do what Shaitan is unable to do. May
Allah keep us safe from them and their evils. May they also be reformed. May Allah reform
them.
Wa Minallah at-Tawfeeq. Fatiha.
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